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Abstract. Shoeprint images which are extracted at the scene of cases are a kind
of important modern forensic clue and evidence. Retrieving the images of the
same or the similar shoeprint images from the database quickly and accurately
is very important to criminal investigation. To deal with the fragmental
shoeprint images, we propose a shoeprint images matching and retrieval
algorithm which computing the integral histogram in the Gabor transform
domain. First, through the integral histogram find out the most similar position
of the fragmental image in the intact image. Then, extract the features of the
region found in the first step. At last, compute the similarity of the two
components. Experiment results prove that this algorithm leads an increase of
4.82% in the retrieval precision, compared with computing the global features
of two images directly.
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Introduction

Shoeprint images are common found at the scene of the crime, which are easy-to-beleft, multiple, specific, relatively stable, continuous. They play a very important role
in the criminal investigation and forensic evidence. The traditional methods of managing and retrieving shoeprint images are mainly based on manual coding. For all
kinds of shoeprint images, we need to design a coding standard given different coding
for different images. Then according to the standard, implement shoeprint images
recognition [1]. The manual coding method relies on the operator too much, so the
operator’s subjective factors have much influence on the identification result. And at
the same time, with the rapid increase of shoeprint images, it’s very difficult to
achieve a satisfactory result. Retrieving the images according to user’s requirements
quickly and accurately is related to the efficiency of cases in the department of police.
Therefore, it is very important to develop a shoeprint images retrieval algorithm with
high retrieval accuracy and high speed.
In general, image features mainly include color, texture, shape and spatial location
which are extracted from the entire image or from one region [2-3]. How to extract
the features efficiently is the key of content based image retrieval (CBIR). Shoeprint

is imprinting of the sole contact with the ground, so color features is meaningless,
only features such as texture, shape and space layout are useful. Guan [4] had proposed a method of recognition for shoeprint images based on outline features, which
find out the outline points at the longest distance according to the truth that the length
of shoe sole was longer than any other parts in a shoe sole, and then calculated the
angle shaped by the two points and horizontal axes. It proofreaded the shoe soles in
terms of calculated angle , extracted 9 features of shoes sole automatically, and then
measured the similarity of shoe soles by Euclidean distance. This method uses the
global contour features of the image, so it is not suitable when there are fragmental
images among the shoeprint images. Jia [5] had proposed a method which classified
the shoeprint images by using the characteristic quantity got from the Laws template
convolution of the image. It can identify the type of grain and point pattern. But to
complex type such as mixed type, edge block type and circle type, it does not have
good recognition efficiency. Xiao [1] had proposed a method based on PSD (power
spectral density) and Zernike moment. But if the segmentation of the shoeprint image
is inaccurate, the Zernike moment features do not performs well. Zhang [6] had proposed a method for retrieving multi-texture images based on counter and texture segmentation. Gabor wavelet transform is applied to extract the features of images. It has
a higher retrieval precision, but it is not suitable to process incomplete images alignment, because it uses the global features.
To deal with the fragmental shoeprint images, we propose a shoeprint images
matching and retrieval algorithm based on the integral histogram in the Gabor transform domain. Filter the image with Gabor filter cluster, use the index of the filter
which has the maximum response to replace the gray value of the image in every
pixel, and then, compute the integral histogram of the transformed image. Through
the integral histogram, find out the most similar position of the fragmental image in
the intact image. Then, extract the features of the region found in the former step. At
last, compute the similarity of the two components. Experiment results prove that this
method provides a higher retrieval precision, and it is adaptive to fragmental image
processing.

2

Retrieval process of shoeprint images

The retrieval process of shoeprint images is shown in Figure 1. Firstly, pre-process
the images obtained on the scene, and then convert them to binary images. Secondly,
index these images based on features extracted from them. Finally, we can implicate
image retrieval. Due to the complex environment on the scene of the crime, the incomplete contact between the sole and the ground, and the limit of image segmentation technology, a lot of shoeprint images are incomplete. Therefore, after preprocessing, the images have inconsistent size and integrity. As shown in Figure 2, the
fragmental image is only part of the full image.

Fig. 1. Shoeprint image retrieval process

2.1

Fig. 2. Intact image and fragmental images

Shoeprint Preprocessing

Useful information of shoeprint images is included in the binary description of the
images, so it is important to determine whether the pixel is shoeprint grains or background. Binary image not only reduces the storage capacity, but also can make big
contributions to image identification in the later process. There are four main steps in
the binarization preprocessing.
─ Smooth the original image with a low-pass filter to reduce the noise.
─ Divide the images into three parts: the soles, the arch and the heel, the portion rate
are 0.45, 0.25 and 0.3. And then every part is divided into 3*3 blocks. The division
of shoeprint is shown in Figure 3.
─ To each small block, use the cvAdaptiveThreshold function provided by Opencv
2.4.3 [7] for adaptive threshold binarization., where the first two parameters src
and dst are the input and output images, parameter max_val is set to 255, this
means the pixel value which is greater than the threshold is set to 255. Parameter
adaptive_method is set to ADAPTIVE_THRESH_MEAN_C, block_size is set to
the maximum odd value which is not bigger than the width and weight of the small
block, the value of the parameter param1 is set to 0. In this way, every pixel is processed by the threshold of the average weighted sum of size b*b from its neighbours.
─ Use morphological operations to process the images to eliminate the noise of the
small points, and connect the area broken by binarization.
The binarization results of the images are shown in Figure 4.

2.2

Feature extraction

Shoeprint images are binary images after pre-processing, so texture feature and shape
feature are mainly considered. Texture is the basic structure of the surface or attribute
of an object. It is generally acknowledged that texture is the grayscale change or color
change of the image on the space. Comparing the Hu invariant moments [8], cooccurrence matrix [9] and Gabor texture feature, the experimental results show that
the last one is the best, so we choose the Gabor texture feature as texture descriptor.

Fig. 3. The division of the shoeprint

Fig. 5. Integral Histogram

Gabor filter is widely used in image representation, recovery and segmentation, as
well as other fields, which is mainly based on the following two points: First, Gabor
filter can simulate mammalian visual cortex simple cells receptive field, which is
conformed to the characteristics of visual physiology. Second, Gabor filter is able to
obtain the best joint resolution in frequency domain and space domain [10]. Texture
varies in direction, frequency and extent, and the wavelet transform window can be
adaptively adjusted to the change of the window center frequency. Therefore, to extract the texture features of an image, we usually use a cluster of self-similar Gabor
wavelets obtained from a mother Gabor wavelet instead of a single one.
The Gabor function is a sine wave modulated by Gaussian function. A two dimensional Gabor function h(x, y) and its Fourier transform H(u, v) can be written as [11]:
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where g(x, y) is the Gaussian function, σx and σy are mean square errors in x axis and
y axis, which determines the shape of the Gaussian envelope, W is the frequency of
the sinusoidal function on the horizontal axis. A cluster of self-similar functions, referred to as Gabor wavelets in the following discussion, is now considered. Let h(x, y)
be the mother Gabor wavelet, then self-similar filter dictionary can be obtained by
appropriate dilations and rotations of h(x, y) through the generating function [12]:
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where α-m is the scale factor, S is the number of scales and K is the number of orientations, m=0, 1, …, S-1 and n=0, 1, …, K-1. Assuming that the class of Gabor wavelets
contains S scales and K directions, and the frequency ranges from Ul to Uh, the parameter selection method is as follow:
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Gabor filter has the characteristics of multi-channel and multi-resolution analysis,
through the Gabor filter to extract the features of an image can achieve high resolution in both spatial domain and frequency.
2.3

Integral Histogram

Histogram is one of the most widely used features in image recognition and retrieval
with high recognition efficiency as it is simple to be calculated. But it cannot be applied to the local alignment of the image because it is the global feature. An improved
method is to compute the histogram of the local area we are interested in. Integral
Histogram is a method to compute the histograms of all possible target regions in a
Cartesian data space with high efficiency [13-14] For the image, H(x, y) is defined as:
H(x, y)={Hu, u=1, 2, …, d}, where d is the scope scale of the gray image. H(x, y) is
the histogram of the rectangle formed by the origin point and the point (x, y) of the
image.
H ( x , y )  K ( R (0, 0, x, y ))

(7)

where K is the operation of computing the histogram. The histogram of any rectangular in the image can be quickly computed from its Integral histogram.
In Figure 5, there are four vertices. The histogram of the rectangular shaped by the
points A, B, C and D is:
K ( R ( x1, y1, x 2, y 2))  H ( x 2, y 2)  H ( x2, y1)  H ( x1, y 2)  H ( x1, y1)

(8)

When the integral histogram of an image is computed, the histogram of target region
can be computed easily using simple arithmetic operations.

Fig. 4. The original shoeprint images and the images after binarization

2.4

The process of the algorithm

To deal with the fragmental shoeprint images, we propose a shoeprint images matching and retrieval algorithm based on the integral histogram in the Gabor transform
domain. First, filter the image with the Gabor wavelets. Because the Gabor wavelets
are a cluster of self-similar wavelets, so each pixel can get a response value from each
filter. In order to transform the image into the characteristics space, use the index of
the filter which has the maximum response to replace the gray value of the image in
every pixel. Let the original grayscale value of the image is f(x, y), after the transformation, the value f '( x , y ) is defined as:
f '( x , y )  k , H k ( f ( x , y ))  Max ( H j ( f ( x , y ))( j  0,1, 2,......, N  1)

(9)

where N is the total number of the filters, Hk(f(x, y)) is the result of the point f(x, y)
filtered by the filter numbered k. By this, the image is transformed from spatial domain into Gabor transform domain. We can calculate the histogram of one image, so
we get the GTH (Gabor Transform Histogram) features. Meanwhile, we can get the
features noted as GTIH (Gabor Transform Integral Histogram) by computing the integral histogram of the image.
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Fig. 6. Flow chart of the algorithm

Fig. 7. The retrieval result

The shoeprint images retrieval algorithm is described as shown in Figure 6.The retrieval process is: Filter the image with Gabor filters cluster, use the index of the filter
which has the maximum response to replace the gray value of the image in every
pixel, and then, compute the integral histogram of the transformed image. To compute
the similarity of the fragmental image and the complete image, first, we need to find
out the most similar position of the fragmental image in the intact image through the
integral histogram. Then, extract the features of the region found in the first step. At
last, compute the similarity of the two components. For the image of similar size,
compute the similarity directly according to the histogram using the metric method of
histogram intersection.

3

Experimental Results and Comparisons

In this paper, the shoeprint images retrieval algorithm based on integral histogram is
implemented in Visual Studio 2010 and Opencv 2.4.3 platform with c++ language.
The experiment environment is: Intel Core i5-3470 3.20GHz, Windows 7, 4.00 GB.
There are 2000 binary images which are the processing results of the shoeprint images
captured on the scene of the crime. To evaluate the performance of the algorithm, we
choose 195 images as a test set. There are 13 categories in the test set, and each category has 15 images. The images are binary images with black background after a
series of processing, such as denoising, segmentation, etc. Sometimes, there are large
black blocks at the edge of an image. The black edge not only doesn’t carry characteristics of the image, but also increases the amount of calculation when filtering it.
Hence, to each image, we compute its vertical histogram and horizontal histogram.
After this, we can get the effective area of an image. Then, we extract the features of
this area. The effective areas of images are shown on Figure 7. As shown in Figure 2,
the outside large rectangle is the effective area of the image. The inner small rectangles of the intact image are the most similar position of the fragmental images computed through integral histogram.
Usually the retrieval performance of a CBIR system is measured by precision and
recall [3]. Precision (Pr) is defined as the ratio of the number of relevant images retrieved (Nr) to the number of total retrieved images K. Recall (Re) is defined as the
number of retrieved relevant images Nr over the total number of relevant images
available in the database Nt.
Pr  N r / K , Re  N r / N t

(10)

Retrieve each image in the test set, and then compute the average precision. Every
time, the system returns 15 images which are most similar to the input images, the
former, the more similar, and the most similar 13 images are shown. Figure 7 is the
shoeprint retrieval system interface showing the retrieval results. We use Pr to measure the performance of different algorithm. Table 1 is a comparison of several different algorithms. They are described as follow.

─ Hu invariant moments features [8]. Calculate the Hu invariant moments features of
the image, and use Euclidean distance to measure the similarity (Hu).
─ Co-occurrence matrix features [9]. Compute the gray level co-occurrence matrix of
the image. The matrix is generated by the parameters: step length is 1 pixel and the
orientations are 0, 45, 90, 135 degrees. And then, compute the deficit, energy and
entropy of these matrixes and use Euclidean distance to measure the similarity
(CoMatrix).
─ Extract the GTH feature from the image, and use Euclidean distance to measure the
similarity (GTH-E).
─ Extract the GTH feature from the image, use histogram intersection to measure the
similarity (GTH-I).
─ Filter the image with Gabor wavelets. For each filter, we can get a middle image
after the filtering, compute the mean and variance of the middle image. Use them
as the features of the image (GMV), and use histogram intersection to measure the
similarity. GMV are multi-channel features get from the filtered image, so it is not
suitable to use Euclidean distance to measure the similarity (GMV-E).
─ Extract GTIH features from the image and use histogram intersection to measure
the similarity. If the image is fragmental image, find out its most similar position in
the intact image, through the integral histogram, compute the feature of the found
region (GTIH-I).
─ Use the method of GTIH-I to find out the most similar position. Use Gabor cluster
filters to filtering the found region to extract the features. Then use histogram intersection to measure the similarity (GTIH-I-R).
In Table 1, Time is the average retrieve time of one image. The experimental results
show that the features extracted by Gabor filters are effective to describe the characteristics of the images. Compared with GTH-I， GTH-E proved that the distance
measurement histogram intersection is a little better than Euclidean distance, but the
difference is small. GTIH-I search for the local features, so its accuracy is better than
GTH-I which uses the global features. GTIH-I-R re-extracts the features of the found
region, so it increases the retrieval accuracy obviously. GTIH-I-R improves the precision by 4.82% on average compared with the GMV-E.
Table 1. The Performance of Different Algorithm

Algorithm
Hu
CoMatrix
GTH-E
GTH-I
GMV-E
GTIH-I
GTIH-I-R

Percision
0.228718
0.233504
0.396923
0.403077
0.419487
0.419145
0.467692

Time (second)
0.002523
0.011149
4.688564
4.277297
4.580621
208.085226
317.529205

As shown in Table 2, to measure the similarity of fragmental image and intact image,
the result of the method using integral histogram to compute the features of the most

similar region is 0.902385. The result of the method using the cluster of Gabor filters
to re-extract the features of the most similar region is 0.938849. The results show that
the re-extract features has higher retrieval efficiency. Because the re-extract features
of the most similar region have no characteristics of other regions, so they are more
localized and more accurate.
Table 2. Compute the features of the most similar region

Method
The feature of the
original
fragmental
image
Use the integral
histogram to compute
the features directly
Use the cluster of
Gabor filters to reextract the features

4

Features (12-demensional)
0.205336
0.083475
0.107085
0.063219
0.054153
0.038420
0.006755
0.059016
0.183289
0.093500
0.122024
0.073280
0.069721
0.049539
0.008835
0.025142
0.194752
0.076310
0.096853
0.063219
0.092727
0.041732
0.007493
0.042909

0.139575
0.031357
0.075421
0.007900
0.194598
0.038685
0.127830
0.013555
0.151491
0.033249
0.062361
0.008626

Conclusion

The paper has presented a shoeprint images retrieval algorithm based on Gabor transform domain. The algorithm can provide a higher retrieval precision, especially when
the images contain fragmental ones. The innovation of the algorithm is: use the index
of the filter which has the maximum response to replace the gray value of the image
in every pixel, and then, compute the integral histogram of the transformed image.
Use the integral histogram to efficiently find the region in the intact image which the
fragmental one is most similar to; avoid comparing the global features directly. Measure the similarity of the features re-extracted from the found region and the features of
the fragmental image, to improve the shoeprint images retrieval precision.
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